Let x denote the distance from x ∈ R to the nearest integer. In this paper, we prove the existence of matrices A ∈ R m×n such that
1. Introduction 1.1. Notation. For x ∈ R we denote by x the distance from x to the nearest integer. For a matrix A ∈ R m×n with m rows and n columns we denote by A i ∈ R n (i = 1, . . . , m) the rows of A. For x ∈ R n and A ∈ R m×n we denote by A i x the sum n j=1 A ij x j . Given a set X and a pair of functions f, g : X → R, we write f ≪ g (or f ≫ g) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that f (x) ≤ cg(x) (or f (x) ≥ cg(x)) for all x ∈ X. If the constant c depends on some parameters we write them under the symbol ≪ (or ≫). We denote by | · | 2 the Euclidean norm and by | · | ∞ the supremum norm in R n . We also denote by dist 2 and dist ∞ the Euclidean and supremum distances respectively. If f : Z n → [0, +∞) is a function, we denote by lim inf |q|∞→+∞ g(q) the number lim inf q→+∞ min{f (q) : |q| ∞ = q}.
1.2. Background. It is well known that the set of real numbers α ∈ R such that (1) lim inf q→∞α > 0 is non empty and has full Hausdorff dimension. Such numbers are called badly approximable. The notion of bad approximablity can be extended to a higher dimensional setting. In particular, a matrix A ∈ R m×n (where m, n are positive integers) is said to be badly approximable if, in analogy to (1) ,
for all q ∈ Z n \ {0}. Schmidt [12] showed that the set of such matrices has full Hausdorff dimension in R m×n .
A different generalisation of (1) has also extensively been studied (see [4] ). Namely, a matrix A ∈ R m×n is said to be multiplicatively badly approximable if
for all q ∈ Z n \ {0}. Proving the existence of multiplicatively badly approximable matrices is a major problem in Diophantine Approximation. In particular, the famous Littlewood conjecture states that for any pair of real numbers α, β ∈ R it holds (4) lim inf q→∞α qβ = 0, or, in other words, that there are no 2 × 1 multiplicatively badly approximable matrices. If the Littlewood conjecture were true, there would be no multiplicatively badly approximable matrices at all (except for n = m = 1). This follows from the fact that every submatrix of a multiplicatively badly approximable matrix is itself multiplicatively badly approximable.
Since the set of multiplicatively badly approximable matrices could be empty, some authors started working on a different definition of multiplicative bad approximability. The key idea of this novel approach can be summarised as follows: since the set of vectors satisfying (3) is likely to be empty, it is necessary to enlarge such set by weakening the Diophantine condition in (3). One possible way of doing this could be increasing the exponent of the factor q in (3). This, however, yields a dramatic change in view of the following measure-theoretic multiplicative result by Gallagher [8] .
Theorem 1.1 (Gallagher) . Let ψ : (0, +∞) → (0, +∞) be a non-increasing function and let m be a positive integer. Let
Then,
where L stands for the Lebesgue measure.
Gallagher's Theorem implies that the set of matrices A ∈ R m×1 such that lim inf q→+∞ q 1+ε A 1 q · · · A m q > 0, has full Lebesgue measure in R m for all ε > 0. Thus, a finer indicator (than the exponent of q) is required to find a non-empty set that does not coincide with almost all the space R m×1 . A natural approach is to allow for logarithmic factors, i.e., to consider the set (5) Mad λ (m, 1) :
It follows from Gallagher's Theorem that Mad λ has full Lebesgue measure for λ > m and zero Lebesgue measure for λ ≤ m. However, Gallagher's Theorem tells us nothing about the existence of vectors in Mad λ for λ ≤ m.
To have a better understanding of the situation, we look at the analogue of the set Mad λ (m, 1) in the standard setting, i.e., the set
For the convenience of the reader, we recall some of the basic measure-theoretic results in the standard setting. We start from a general version of Dirichlet's Theorem.
Theorem 1.2 (Dirichlet). For any A ∈ R m×n there exist infinitely many integer vectors
This theorem is a cornerstone in standard Diophantine Approximation. Another well-known result in the standard setting is the Khintchine-Groshev Theorem, resulting from a combination of the works of Khintchine and Groshev. This theorem was subsequently extended by other authors to the version that we state here (see [3] and references therein). 
where L stands for the m × n-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
As mentioned above, in the standard setting, the existence of badly approximable matrices was established by Schmidt [12, Theorem 1] . For convenience, we report Schmidt's result below. Theorem 1.4 (Schmidt) . The set of matrices A ∈ R m×n satisfying (2) has full Hausdorff dimension in R m×n .
The combination of these three three theorems implies that in the special case m = 2
Now, we draw a comparison with the multiplicative setting. We note that the Khintchine-Groshev Theorem (Theorem 1.3) for n = 1 and Gallagher's Theorem (Theorem 1.1) differ only by the presence of a logarithmic factor in the sum. In particular, Gallagher's Theorem implies that
Moreover, Littlewood's conjecture is equivalent to Mad 0 (2, 1) = ∅. Drawing inspiration from (7), Badziahin and Velani [2, Statements L1-L3] made the following conjecture for m = 2.
Conjecture 1.5 (Badziahin-Velani) .
If this conjecture were true, the set Mad 1 (2, 1) would be rightfully regarded as the multiplicative analogue of the set Bad 0 (2, 1) (i.e., the set of badly approximable vectors in R 2 ).
Multiple authors have contributed towards a partial solution of 1.5. Moshchevitin [11] showed that dim Mad 2 (2, 1) = ∅ by using the so-called Peres-Schlag method. Subsequently, Bugeaud and Moschevitin [5] showed that dim Mad 2 (2, 1) = 2, where dim denotes the Hausdorff dimension. Finally, Badziahin [1] showed that dim Mad λ (2, 1) = 2 if λ > 1. The case λ = 1 of this conjecture is still unsolved.
Main result. Let
In analogy with Moshchevitin's result [11] , we show in this paper that Mad m+n−1 (m, n) = ∅ for all m, n ∈ N. We furthermore generalise this result to the inhomogeneous setting. To simplify the notation, for q ∈ Z n we set
Let f : [0, +∞) → [1, +∞) be a non-decreasing 1 function and let γ ∈ R m . Let also c > 0. We consider the general set
Proposition 1.6 immediately implies that Mad m+n−1 (m, n) = ∅ for all m, n ∈ N. It is worth observing that to prove Proposition 1.6 we do not use the Peres-Schlag method, i.e., the method used by Moshchevitin to show that Mad 2 (2, 1) = ∅ (see [11] ). This is because Moshchevitin's proof relies both on the one dimensional case (m = n = 1) and on estimates for the sum
This sum is known to grow like O((log Q) 2 ) for almost all α ∈ R [9, Theorem 6 b)]. However, to apply inductively Moshchevitin's argument in dimension, e.g., m × 1, one would require an estimate of the form
for at least some vectors (α 1 , . . . , α m ). At present, such estimate is only known to hold for multiplicatively badly approximable vectors (to see this, it suffices to apply Abel's summation formula and [10, Theorem 2.1]). Hence, a different method is required. More specifically, to prove Proposition 1.6, we work directly in a higher dimensional setting without relying on induction.
We generalise a construction introduced by Badziahin and Velani [2] in order to produce a multidimensional Cantor-like set contained in Mad m,n (f, γ, c). The construction of such set requires to perform some counting within domains with "hyperbolic" spikes. This counting is based on a simple geometric argument that is the key to the whole proof. The core of this argument is summarised in Lemma 3.2. We remark that also Badziahin's proof of the fact that Mad λ (2, 1) = ∅ for λ > 1 relies on induction.
Proposition 1.6 is one log factor off from the conjecturally optimal result. We could not prove that Mad λ (m, n) = ∅ for m + n − 2 ≤ λ < m + n − 1 in consequence of some overcounting issues araising in the proof of Proposition 1.6. Badziahin [1] uses a rather convoluted strategy to overcome such issues, thus improving on the estimates of Moshchevitin. However, his methods appear quite hard to generalise to a higher-dimensional and/or inhomogeneous setting.
We conclude by saying that it would be equally desirable to prove a dimensional result for the set Mad m,n (f, γ, c). However, the methods used in this paper do not seem powerful enough to obtain such a result. Indeed, the (suitably generalised) hypothesis in Badziahin and Velani's [2, Theorem 4] does not hold for our construction. An adaptation of Theorem [2, Theorem 4] to our setting appears equally challenging, due to an obstruction in [2, Lemma 2].
. . , L in ∈ R together with 1 are linearly independent over Z for i = 1, . . . , m. We consider the sum
Sums of this shape are of major importance in Diophantine approximation and have extensively been studied (see the Introduction to [6] for a brief summary). Lê and Vaaler [10, Corollary 1.2] showed that for Q := (Q 1 · · · Q n ) 1/n ≥ 1 it holds
independently of the choice of the matrix L. They also asked whether the estimate in (9) is sharp, i.e., whether there exists a matrix L such that 
for all q ∈ Z n \ {0}, then for Q ≥ 2 we have
Since n j=1 (1 + |q j |) ≤ |q| n ∞ for all q ∈ Z n , we deduce the following.
Corollary 1.7. For any m, n ∈ N there exist matrices L ∈ R m×n such that
Proof. The proof follows form (11) and the fact that
This result is not best possible, but for general values of m and n it appears to be novel. In particular, by (11), we have that any L ∈ Mad 1+ε (2, 1) is such that
for any ε > 0 (such matrices exist since dim Mad λ = 2 for λ > 1). Hence, for m = 2, n = 1 inequality (12) is not sharp. It is also well-known (see [7] ) that set of 1 × n vectors L such that S L (Q) ≪ n Q n log Q has full Hausdorff dimension in R 1×n . Thus, the estimate in (12) is again not sharp for m = 1. However, to the best of our knowledge, for m ≥ 3 or m = 2, n ≥ 2 the existence of matrices satisfying (12) was not previously known.
Generalised Cantor sets in higher dimension
In this section we introduce a simple generalisation of the one-dimensional construction used by Badziahin and Velani in [2] . This generalisation will be useful in the proof of Proposition 1.6. From now on the word cube will stand for ball in the supremum norm.
Let n ∈ N and let C be a closed cube in R n of side length ℓ > 0. Let R := (R k ) be a sequence of natural numbers, where k ∈ {0} ∪ N, and let r := (r h,k ) be a two-parameter sequence of non-negative real numbers, where h, k ∈ {0} ∪ N and h ≤ k.
Our goal is to define a Cantor-like set contained in C depending on the sequences R and r. We denote such set by K(C, R, r). To this end, we introduce families I k and J k of cubes lying in C (k ∈ {0} ∪ N) and we use them to construct K(C, R, r). We set I 0 = J 0 := {C} and we define I k and J k by induction on k. We do this in two steps. STEP 1 We split each cube J ∈ J k into R n k cubes of equal volume. We call I k+1 the family of all the cubes obtained via this splitting procedure for J ranging in J k ; STEP 2 For each 0 ≤ h ≤ k and each J ∈ J h we remove from I k+1 at most r h,k cubes I ∈ I k+1 such that I ⊂ J. We call J k+1 the family given by the remaining cubes in I k+1 .
Finally, we set We observe that, by construction,
We call every set obtained by means of this procedure a (C, R, r)-Cantor set. The following proposition extends [2, Theorem 3].
Proposition 2.1 (multidimensional Baziahin-Velani) . Let K(C, R, r) be a (C, R, r) 
The proof is almost straightforward and we give it directly in this section.
Proof. We shall prove by induction on k that for k ≥ 1
The fact that t k > 0 for all k, along with (15) imply
Hence, the set K (C, R, r) is the intersection of a family of nested compact non-empty sets, and therefore is itself non-empty.
We are left to prove that #J k ≥ t k−1 #J k−1 for all k ≥ 1. By (14), we have #J 1 ≥ R n 0 #J 0 − r 0,0 #J 0 = t 0 #J 0 , and this proves the case k = 1. Now, we assume that for all
This, combined with (14), gives
Proof of Proposition 1.6
Throughout the proof, any product of the form b i=a where b < a will be read as 1. Let p ∈ Z m and let q ∈ Z n \ {0} such that gcd(p 1 , . . . , p m , q 1 , . . . , q n ) = 1. For P = (p, q) ∈ Z m+n \ Z m × {0} we set (17) ∆(P ) := X ∈ R m×n :
where we ignore the dependence on γ and c for simplicity. Our goal is to show that there is a non-empty (C, R, r)-Cantor set K(C, R, r) lying in Mad m+n log * (x) m+n−1 , γ, c for certain values of c.
We fix a cube C ⊂ R n of side length ℓ, a non-decreasing 2 sequence of integers R = (R k ) with R k ≥ 1, and a strictly increasing function F : {0} ∪ N → [1, +∞). We want to construct the families J k of this Cantor-like set in such a way that for each J ∈ J k we have J ∩ ∆(P ) = ∅ for all the points P with (q) < F (k). This would imply
In the following lemma, we explain how to construct the set K(C, R, r) with the above mentioned property. We will later prove that under some additional conditions on the constant c, the sequence R, and the function F , the set K (C, R, r) is non-empty.
ii) F (0) = 1 and F (k + 1)/F (k) ≥ e for all k ∈ {0} ∪ N;
Then, there is a (C, R, r) 
and r h,k = 0 if h = h k , where const(m, n) > 0 is a constant only depending on m and n.
Proof. We define the families J k by recursion on k ≥ 0. For each k and for each J ∈ J k we need to ensure
If k = 0, we have J 0 = {C} and F (0) = 1. Therefore, by definition of (q),
This shows that J 0 satisfies (19). For k ≥ 1 we subdivide the points P ∈ Z m+n \ Z m × {0} into "workable" families. We define
Suppose that we have constructed the family J k is such a way that for J ∈ J k (19) holds. Since any cube in J k+1 lies within some cube in J k , it is enough to construct J k+1 in such a way that if J ∈ J k+1 then J ∩ ∆(P ) = ∅ for all P ∈ C(k + 1).
We need to estimate the number r h k ,k of "small" cubes I ∈ I k+1 that need to be removed from each "big" cube J ∈ J h k to avoid all the non-convex neighbourhoods ∆(P ) for P ∈ C(k + 1) (recall that, by definition, r h,k is the upper bound on the number of squares in I k+1 removed from each J ∈ J h ). More precisely, for a fixed J ∈ J h k we want to estimate #{I ∈ I k+1 : ∃P ∈ C(k + 1), I ∩ J ∩ ∆(P ) = ∅}.
To this end, we observe that
We estimate the two factors at the right-hand side separately. We start from the first one, for which we need the following counting result.
, and ε, T ∈ (0, +∞) with ε/T m < e −1 (here e being the base of the natural logarithm). Let
and let D ⊂ R m×n be a cube such that C ∩ D = ∅. Let also δ > 0, V ∈ R m×n , and let Λ be the affine lattice δZ m×n + V . Then, we have
where a tile is any set of the form {X ∈ R m×n : δP ij + V ij ≤ X ij ≤ δ(P ij + 1) + V ij , i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n} for some P ∈ Z m×n .
Proof. For a set A ⊂ R m×n we denote by A δ the "inflation" of A by δ, i.e., the set {X ∈ R m×n : dist ∞ (X, A ) ≤ δ}. First, we show that
This follows from the fact that for any tile τ of Λ we have
To prove (23), it is enough to observe that if τ ∩ C = ∅, then there is a point P ∈ τ ∩ C and every other point Q ∈ τ is such that dist ∞ (Q, P ) ≤ δ. Hence, τ ⊂ C δ . The same is true for D.
To conclude the proof, we need to estimate Vol(C δ ∩ D δ ). We observe that if X ∈ C δ , then there is some
Now, let µ be the centre of the cube D. Then, by (24), we have
Without loss of generality, we can assume |q| ∞ = |q n |. We consider the linear transformation ξ : R m×n → R m×n defined by
Under the action of ξ, the right-hand side of (25) is sent into a subset of (26)
Now, the determinant of ξ is |q n | m = |q| m ∞ = 0, so ξ is a bijective linear transformation. Therefore, to obtain an estimate of Vol(C δ ∩ D δ ), it is enough to estimate the volume of the set in (26). A simple integration shows that the volume of this set is bounded from above by
Hence, Vol(C δ ∩ D δ ) is bounded form above by this quantity divided by the absolute value of the determinant of ξ, that is |q n | m = |q| m ∞ . Now, we note that if This is precisely the assertion that we need to prove our estimate. We fix a point P ∈ C(k + 1) and a cube J ∈ J h k , and we apply (27) to C = ∆(P ), D = J, and to the lattice Λ formed by the cubes I ∈ I k+1 . We have ε = c (q) log * ( (q))
(note that by hypothesis ε/T m < e −1 ). Our goal is to show that conditions a), b), and c) hold. If condition b) is satisfied, then to prove condition a) it is enough to show that ε ≫ m,n T m−1 |q| ∞ δ. By iii) we have
Hence, ε ≫ m,n T m−1 |q| ∞ δ. Condition b) is equivalent to 1/|q| ∞ ≫ m,n δ, which is again implied by (28). Finally, condition c) is clearly satisfied since edge(J) ≥ edge(I) for any I ∈ I k+1 .
Hence, we can apply (27) to obtain
We are now left to estimate #{P ∈ C(k + 1) : q(P ) = q, J ∩ ∆(P ) = ∅} for any given q ∈ Z n \ {0} such that F (k) ≤ (q) < F (k + 1). For P ∈ C(k + 1) we set π(P ) := {X ∈ R m×n : X i · q + γ i + p i = 0, i = 1, . . . , m}.
We claim that
To prove (30), we observe that for any Y ∈ ∆(P ) we have
Moreover, for i = 1, . . . , m the Euclidean distance in R m between the vector Y i and the hyperplane {X i q + γ i + p i = 0} is given by |Y i q + γ i + p i |/|q| 2 . Hence, the Euclidean distance in R mn between Y and π(P ) is at most √ m/(2|q| 2 ). Since J ∩ ∆(P ) = ∅, it follows that dist ∞ (J, π(P )) ≤ dist 2 (J, π(P )) ≤ dist 2 (J ∩ ∆(P ), π(P )) ≤ √ m
We are now left to estimate the right-hand side in (30). To do this, we note that the distance between two hyperspaces π(P ) and π(P ′ ) with same q is at least 1/(n|q| ∞ ). Indeed, assume that X i , X ′ i ∈ R m are such that X i q + γ i + p i = 0 and X ′ i q + γ i + p ′ i = 0, with p i = p ′ i . Then, by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
Now, if J √ m/(2|q|∞) ∩ π(P ) = ∅ for some P , then the hyperspace π(P ) must intersect at least one m-dimensional edge of the cube J √ m/(2|q|∞) . For each P such that J √ m/(2|q|∞) ∩ π(P ) = ∅ we pick a point on an m-dimensional edge of J √ m/(2|q|∞) lying in π(P ). We know that, by (31), all such points are at least at a distance of 1/(n|q| ∞ ) away from each other in the supremum distance. To evaluate their number, we fix any m-dimensional edge E of J √ m/(2|q|∞) and we enlarge it by 1/(2n|q| ∞ ) in all directions, i.e., we consider the set E 1/(2n|q|∞) . Then, for each point of intersection Q we take an mn-dimensional cube of side-length 1/(n|q| ∞ ) centred at Q. All these cubes are contained in the "inflated" edge and they all have disjoint interiors. It follows that #{P ∈ C(k + 1) :
.
Since the number of m-dimensional edges of a cube only depends on m, we deduce
Combining (20), (29), and (32), we obtain
and hence, by using the fact that |q| m ∞ ≥ (q) m/n , we obtain Now, a simple integration shows q∈Z n \{0} F (k)≤ (q)<F (k+1) (q) −1 ≪ n log * (F (k + 1)) n−1 log * F (k + 1) F (k) , and q∈Z n \{0} F (k)≤ (q)<F (k+1) (q) −1−m/n ≪ n log * (F (k + 1)) n−1 2F (k) −m/n − F (k + 1) −m/n . Therefore, form (34) and from log * (F (k + 1)) n−1 ≤ log * (F (k + 1)/F (k)) n−1 log * (F (k)) n−1 , we deduce #{I ∈ I k+1 : ∃P ∈ C(k + 1) I ∩ J ∩ ∆(P ) = ∅} ≪ m,n c log * Hence the claim is proved, given that g 0 = 1/8. Now, assume that (36) holds for 0 ≤ h ≤ k. We have
We observe that for k ≥ 0 k h=h k+1
whence, by the hypothesis,
To conclude the proof of Proposition 1.6, we show that both the hypotheses of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.1 can be simultaneously satisfied.
